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learn big data: advanced analytics with hadoop, spark, and machine learning (quanterix): part of the futurelearn mooc site, but still an independent product by quanterix. this is a deeper dive into one of the core concepts of big data: hadoop. from basic terminology, to mapreduce to hdfs, to pig to hive, this course will introduce you to the basics of data modeling. intended for advanced users and with an emphasis on spark. free (with paid options available). 4 stars based on 40 reviews.
statistical machine learning (stanford university): stanford university course. the course is a lecture-based course (taped) that covers basic statistics (descriptive, inference, and hypothesis testing), and then covers the same topics (except hypothesis testing) in a more rigorous fashion in the following course, applied machine learning. notes and homework in pdf format are also available. prerequisite: basic statistics. free. machine learning (university of california irvine): this is a

recommended course at uc irvine (not stanford). ive never taken it. but i have a friend who took it and said it was very good. also, there is a course by the same name at uc berkeley. it looks like it covers much the same content. the uc irvine course has notes and homework in pdf format, but the uc berkeley course doesnt. (either will be fine for this tutorial.) free. machine learning (university of california berkeley): this is a recommended course at uc berkeley. ive never taken it. but i
have a friend who took it and said it was very good. also, there is a course by the same name at uc irvine. it looks like it covers much the same content. free.
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Data Science and Machine Learning: The Definitive Guide (No Starch Press): An introduction to the fundamental
concepts in machine learning, data mining, and predictive analytics, with examples in R and Python. May or

may not be useful depending on what you want to do. Five hours per week with assignments over five weeks.
Free but with paid option available. It has a 4.26-star weighted average rating over 139 reviews. Data Mining
and Machine Learning: An Introduction (Pearson/1Mb): An introduction to data mining and machine learning

with examples in R and Java. Five to six hours per week over five weeks. Free with paid options available. It has
a 4.73-star weighted average rating over 33 reviews. Data Mining and Machine Learning: An Introduction

(Pearson/1Mb): An introduction to data mining and machine learning with examples in R and Java. May or may
not be useful depending on what you want to do. Five hours per week over five weeks. Free with paid options

available. It has a 4.73-star weighted average rating over 33 reviews. Machine Learning (Edx): Free online
machine learning course with a solid combination of theory and practice. A prerequisite for their online Stanford
PhD course on statistical learning. Tutors include Andrew Ng (who teaches Stanford CS 231) and Tom Mitchell.
Free. Neural Networks For Beginners (Kaggle): A very beginner-friendly introduction to deep learning, including
deep neural nets and a slightly less powerful alternative: recurrent neural nets. Taught from Fall 2013 - Spring
2014. Includes relatively advanced topics like LSTMs, but a good place to start before you learn about all the

advanced stuff. Particularly good for beginners because there are only 3 classes, all of which have lots of
discussion about examples. Instructors are Sukhmani Mohapatra and Michael Silver. Free. 5ec8ef588b
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